The implementation of virtual reality technology in maintenance can shorten design cycle and reduce costs. In a maintenance task, there are two modes of human motion, simple motion and complex motion. Simple motion includes walking, running, bending down, turning the head, etc. Complex motion refers to elaborate maintenance action and motion that changes fiercely or frequently. In general, motion of trunk and legs are simple, and motion of arms and hands is complex.
Fast maintenance simulation can be realized by immersive motion capture system or non-immersive algorithmic control, but neither of which can guarantee the simulation reliability in all kinds of maintenance tasks. When simulating simple motion such as running or climbing, motion capture will be restrained, because the scene might be too large for motion capture devices to cover, or the maintenance scene might be difficult to be arranged. If using algorithmic control separately to animate human motion, the posture adjustment process is complicated. The adjusting process requires high operating skills. Besides, distortion often occurs in complex motion.
Motion synthesis
Recently there have been many researches about motion synthesis, which includes motion transition, motion blending, motion interpolation and motion spelling (Arikan et al. 2003 . Motion…). Among all motion synthesis technologies, motion graphs have been widely applied in motion synthesis, which convert motion clips into nodes and edges (Oshita, M. 2008 . Smart…). By using motion graphs, new animation of natural human motion can be created (Ren et al. 2005 . A…), motion fragments can be recombined (Lo et al. 2010 . Bidirectional…). Besides, behavior finite-state machine (FSM) (Lau et al. 2005 . Behavior…), dynamic movement primitives (Forte et al. 2012 . On-line…), Gaussian process dynamical model (Wang et al. 2008 . Gaussian) and many other methods and models are extensively used by animators.
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mixing control method is applied to maintenance simulation.
METHOD
To simulate a maintenance task, the virtual human model should be built up first. Next, the simple motion data will be collected by algorithm control software, and complex motion data will be collected by motion capture system. Convert data format and load the data into algorithm control software. Finally, synthesize two motion clips and adjust them until the simulation is coherent and no distortion exists. The frame work of the mixing control method is shown as figure 1. 
Virtual human model
Humanoid Animation Specification (H-Anim) standard is a subset of virtual reality modeling language, and it uses five kinds of nodes to express the structure of human body. In H-Anim, there are 1 humanoid node, 77 joint nodes that are arranged to form a hierarchy and 47 segment nodes, each joint node can contain other joint nodes, and may also contain a segment node which describes the body part associated with that joint (Thalmann et al.
Mpeg-4).
Considering practical maintenance situations, joints and segments in neck, thorax, lumbar vertebra are regarded as one part separately, and some joints such as eyebrow and eyelid are neglected. Therefore, in this section H-Anim model is simplified and the virtual human model for maintenance task is shown as figure 2.
Coordinate systems unification and motion synthesis
A maintenance task includes 3 steps, ① approaching the work site, ② performing maintenance operations, ③ clearing the site and leaving, and we focus on the first two steps. When approaching the work site, the virtual human is driven by algorithm. After the operator approaches the maintenance part and gets ready to perform maintenance operation, the motion data of arms and hands are collected through motion capture system. By synthesizing body motion data derived from algorithm control software and arms and hands motion data from motion capture system, a maintenance task is simulated completely and coherently.
To achieve this, the first step is to unify one coordinate system from motion capture devices and another from algorithm control software. To describe the posture and motion of 3D objects, the matrix representation, Euler angles and quaternions are commonly used, which can be converted to each other. Data collected by motion capture systems are represented by matrix, in this method nine parameters are needed, representing the x-axis, yaxis and z-axis. In algorithm control softwares, data are represented by Euler angles, it needs only three parameters, but it must be calculated in a certain order. Converse between the matrix representation and Euler angles, and the format of data can be unified. Therefore, quaternions won't be studied in this paper, although it has many advantages over the other approaches. Based on this, the unification includes two steps. 1. Convert the coordinate system of raw data collected by motion capture system to coordinate system in algorithm control software. 2. Convert directional data into the format that can be recognized by algorithm control software, then import data into it. Through translation, scaling and rotation, the coordinate systems and motion data can be unified and converted. The translation matrix is shown as equation 1:
where L x = translation on x-axis, L y = translation on y-axis, L z = translation on z-axis. The scaling matrix is shown as equation 2:
where S x = scaling on x-axis, S y = scaling on y-axis, S z = scaling on z-axis. The rotation matrix on x-axis, y-axis and z-axis is shown as equation 3-5: 
where x θ = rotation around x-axis, y θ = rotation around y-axis, z θ = rotation around z-axis. Finally, the rotation matrix R is shown as equation 6:
When the directional data are imported into algorithm control software, extract arms and hands data from the entire body data collected by motion capture system, and synthesize these motion clips in the virtual environment. As mentioned above, HAnim is a hierarchical model and the relationship between father nodes and child nodes is shown as figure 3 . Note that this model is different from virtual human model in figure 2 . The relative coordinates of child nodes to their father nodes are easy to get, and the coordinates of child nodes are determined by their motion state and the coordinates of their father nodes. Therefore, the core of the synthesis is to get the gesture of shoulder joint from motion capture system and that in virtual environment totally coincided with each other. The transformation includes the coordinates of shoulder joint and the angles between the upper body and the arm. In the synthesis process, the motion of hands and arms collected by motion capture system remains the same. The coordinates of elbow joint, wrist joint and joints can be calculated according to equation 7: child father relative
where child C = the coordinate of child node, father C = the coordinate of father node, relative C = the relative coordinate of child node to its father node.
By calculating coordinates of arms and hands according to hierarchy model of human body, the complete motion of virtual human can be confirmed. 
Motion adjustment
Although motion clips acquired by two approaches are synthesized, distortion often occurs because virtual human model in algorithm control software is not completely equivalent to model in motion capture system, for example, the length of arms might be different. In this case, hands will not contact maintenance target accurately. To solve this problem, motion editing technology is introduced to adjustment virtual human motion. When two motion clips are synthesized, there will be one frame that connect these two clips, set it as a Start Frame. In algorithm control software, it's easy to edit a frame. Edit shoulder and elbow joints, and adjust the hand to an appropriate position. After editing the Start Frame, coordinates of arms and hands in following frames can be calculated using method in section 2.2.
By adjusting human motion, a maintenance task can be simulated without distortion. If more than one frame is distorted, all distorted frames can be extracted (generally there won't be too many of them) and adjust them. It's easier using this method to simulated a complex process, comparing to traditional algorithm control.
CASE STUDY
In this section, we analyze the simulation process of dissembling anti-icing transfer value in an airfoil. We choose Phase Space as our motion capture system. The algorithm control is realized in Dassault's Delmia. Maintenance scene is shown as figure 4 . Obviously, one the one hand, it is difficult to set the ladder in a laboratory, and range of human motion is restrained by Phase Space. On the other hand, when simulating a complex motion, every human gesture in key frames needs adjusting by operator. The adjustment is complicated and time consuming. Therefore, the mixing control method is applied in this case. Algorithm control is chosen to simulate the approaching process, and Phase Space is chosen to capture elaborate movement. When the control mode changes from algorithm to motion capture, get the operator dressed in Phase Space, and let him keep the same posture as that in Delmia. Set this posture as the Start Frame. Get the operator finish the maintenance task and collect motion data. Then two motion clips are obtained. Use format-changing plug-in to convert the coordinate system of raw data to that in Delmia and convert its format. Load the processed data into Delmia and use motion synthesis plug-in to synthesize two motion clips. Anti-icing transfer value is connected with pipelines around with two bolts. When disassembling the lower bolt with a wrench, the wrench and right hand get into the transfer value and collision occurs (see figure 5) . Use Generate Posture module in Delmia to adjust shoulder and elbow joints in this frame, and the collision problem is alleviated (see figure 6 ). As we can see, virtual human can grasp the wrench and put it to a correct position, and the screw can be turned without feeling any distortion. By adjusting all distorted frames, the anti-icing transfer value is disassembled and the maintenance task is successfully simulated. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a mixing control method based on motion synthesis has been presented to simulate the motion of a virtual human in a maintenance task. First, a simplified human model based on H-Anim is chosen to simulate the virtual human. Then, the data format in both motion capture system and simulation software is studied, and the data is converted through coordinate transformation, achieving the unification of data format and coordinate systems. Finally, motion clips from motion capture system and simulation software is synthesized according to the hierarchy of the human model, and the motion is adjust to deal with the distortion problem. The result shows the convenience, high quality and reliability of virtual maintenance simulation. The mixing control method has three advantages over traditional motion synthesis methods.
• It can synthesize motion clips generated by different approaches.
• It can be applied to simulate complicated human motion.
• The simulation process is convenient, flexible, fast and precise.
The next step of this work is to carry on development based on the mixing control method on the whole body, and realize the synthesis of every body part in general movement. The efficiency, reliability of the simulation process and the coordination between every body part will be the focus of future work.
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